Terms and Conditions v1.0.0
The following Terms and Conditions (the “T&C” or “Terms” for short) apply to any purchase of GEN utility tokens during
the Initial Coin Offering (or “ICO” for short), issued by an Ethereum smart contract at address … created by an Ethereum
wallet … that is held by MyEtherSpors S.R.L., a limited liability company operating within laws of Costa Rica.
You are forbidden from participating in any of our token distributions if:
-

you cannot legally participate in an ICO (Initial Coin Offering) or a Token Sale.
you are a citizen, resident, or green card holder of United States.
you are a citizen, resident, or green card holder of any other country that sees cryptocurrencies as securities
or stocks.
you are a citizen, resident, or green card holder of Costa Rica, as we are not conducting business locally.
you are underaged and are under 18 years old.
you are using someone else’s Ethereum wallet or credentials without their permission.

By participating in any of our distributions, you agree that:
-

you are doing so at your own risk.
you are participating of your own free will.
you own your Ethereum wallet and the private key used to generate it.
GEN are not stocks or securities or investment of any kind.
GEN tokens are not tangible to any other asset.
GEN tokens are not securities and cannot be considered as such.
all transactions are final and can not be undone or reverted.
distributions are not sales.
you are not making impulse decisions.
MyEtherSports S.R.L. or anyone involved in the development of our product will not be held liable for
delays, financial or property losses, casualties, hash collisions, security breaches or malfunctions of any kind.
terms such as sale, order, purchase, refund, or receipt used throughout the site or source code are not
necessarily represented by their actual definition.

After or during any of our distributions, you must:
-

NOT expect having board or shareholder voting rights to govern over the company.
NOT expect any financial gains after the distribution ends.
NOT expect GEN tokens to hold their initial monetary value.
NOT expect MyEtherSports S.R.L. to provide any proof of backing of GEN tokens.
NOT expect MyEtherSports S.R.L. to be able to undo changes made a to public ledger.
NOT expect MyEtherSports S.R.L. to provide any additional support or frequent updates.
NOT expect MyEtherSports S.R.L. to provide refunds outside of the smart contract or in any other currency
or asset.

MyEtherSports S.R.L. reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to change, modify, add, or remove portions of the Terms at
any time, including during distributions. MyEtherSports S.R.L. is not obligated to make any prior notifications about the
changes ahead of time nor after. Changes are legally binding 7 (seven) days after publication and apply to anyone who is
either holding onto GEN tokens or still has control of either ColdStorage, TokenStorage or VirtualWallet wallet type that
are not empty.
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